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Abstract—In this paper, we research the combination of two
neurons in the Cellular Neural Networks (CNN). Our proposed
method is inspired from the two-layer CNN. Compare to two-
layer CNN the data from each neurons are send using templates
A1 and B2. We apply this method to image processing of gray
scale image and binary image. From two examples in simulation,
we confirm proposed method have great potential in image
processing.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Cellular Neural networks (CNN) were introduced by Chua
and Yang in 1988 [1][2]. The idea of the CNN was inspired
from the architecture of cellular automata [3][4] and neural
networks [5][6]. Unlike the conventional neural networks, the
CNN has local connectivity property and since the structure
of CNN resembles the structure of animals’ retina, they
have been successfully developed in various image processing
applications [7]. Wiring weights of the cells are established by
parameters called a template. The template is used to decide
the performance of CNN.

In previous study of CNN, single-layer and two-layer CNNs
have been introduced with many kinds of templates. For high
performance processing, two-layer CNN have been proposed
[8]. In this study we are not using parameter “templateC” to
carry the data between both layers. As a new approach, we
propose a combination of two neurons for one cell in CNN. In
the propose method, two templates are used simultaneously. In
order to investigate the process, we apply the method to binary
image. Frankly speaking, we also consider that the propose
method is the new characteristic to investigate the behavior of
CNN and the image feature when value is directly transferred
into the next neuron using templatesA, B andI.

The list of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec.II,
we describe about two-layer CNN. In Sec.III, we explain the
propose method. In Sec.IV, we show example of simulation
result from the combination of two kinds of templates. Finally
in section V, we conclude the article.

II. T WO-LAYER CELLULAR NEURAL NETWORKS

In this section, we explain about the structure of two-layer
CNN. The basic circuit unit in the CNN is called a cell. Each
cell in the CNN only take interaction communication with the
cell in neighborhood. The values of each cell change according

to the neighbor cells. In the CNN, output value also depends
on parameters called a template. The CNN is contain with
feedback templateA, control templateB and constant biasI.

In previous paper, the two-layer CNN has been introduced.
The two-layer CNN have been confirmed to have more effi-
cient structure for image processing. The two-layer CNN is a
combination of two set of the single-layer CNN. The different
point from the single-layer CNN is that the two-layer CNN
has coupling templatesC12 andC21. The templates are used
to connect and transferred the data between first and second
layers.

The state equations and the output equations for the two-
layer CNN are given as follows.
State equation:

dvx1ij
dt

= −vx1ij +

i+1∑
k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

A1(i, j; k, l)vy1kl(t)

+

i+1∑
k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

B1(i, j; k, l)vu1kl(t)

+
i+1∑

k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

C12(i, j; k, l)vy2kl(t) + I1,

(|i− k| ≤ 1, |j − l| ≤ 1). (1)

dvx2ij
dt

= −vx2ij +
i+1∑

k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

A2(i, j; k, l)vy2kl(t)

+
i+1∑

k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

B2(i, j; k, l)vu2kl(t)

+
i+1∑

k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

C21(i, j; k, l)vy1kl(t) + I2,

(|i− k| ≤ 1, |j − l| ≤ 1). (2)

Output equation:

vy1ij(t) =
1

2
(|vx1ij(t) + 1| − |vx1ij(t)− 1|). (3)
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vy2ij(t) =
1

2
(|vx2ij(t) + 1| − |vx2ij(t)− 1|). (4)

III. PROPOSEDMETHOD

In this section, we explain the algorithm of the proposed
method. The proposed method is inspired from the two-layer
CNN. In the proposed method, coupling templates are dismiss
and the connection between two layers are accomplished by
A1 and B2. It is the different point between the proposed
method and the two-layer CNN. By not using coupling tem-
plates, the structure becomes simple compare to the two-layer
CNN.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the proposed method.

Figure 1 shows the block diagram for the proposed method.
In Fig. 1, we can see how the connection is taken between
neuronα and neuronβ. We define the input and the output
values asvu1, vu2, vy1 andvy2. At first the initial state for the
neuronα and the neuronβ are same. The input valuevu1 is
carried out with templateB1 in the neuronα. The output from
the neuronα is directly transfer into the neuronβ as the input
value vu2. In the neuronα, vy2 is carried out with template
A1, and in parallelvy2 is also carried out with templateA2

in the neuronβ. These processes continue until the output
converges. The state equations and the output equations are
given as follows.
State equation in the neuronα :

dvx1ij
dt

= −vx1ij +

i+1∑
k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

A1(i, j; k, l)vy2kl(t)

+

i+1∑
k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

B1(i, j; k, l)vu1kl(t) + I1,

(|i− k| ≤ 1, |j − l| ≤ 1). (5)

State equation in the neuronβ :

dvx2ij
dt

= −vx2ij +
i+1∑

k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

A2(i, j; k, l)vy2kl(t)

+
i+1∑

k=i−1

j+1∑
l=j−1

B2(i, j; k, l)vy1kl(t) + I2,

(|i− k| ≤ 1, |j − l| ≤ 1). (6)

Output equation:

vu2ij(t) = vy1ij(t) =
1

2
(|vx1ij(t) + 1| − |vx1ij(t)− 1|). (7)

vy2ij(t) =
1

2
(|vx2ij(t) + 1| − |vx2ij(t)− 1|). (8)

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we show the simulation result using our
proposed method. Figure 2(a)(b) are set as the input images
in both neuronsα andβ. The “Hole filling” template [9] is
used in the neuronα, and a new“White propagation” template
is used in the neuronβ.

“Hole filling” template :

A1 =

 0 1 0
1 3 1
0 1 0

 ,

B1 =

 0 0 0
0 4 0
0 0 0

 , I1 = −1. (9)

New “White propagation” template:

A2 =

 0 0.5 0
0.5 3 0.5
0 0.5 0

 ,

B2 =

 0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 0

 , I2 = −2.75. (10)

The simulation results are shown as Fig. 2. The output of
the neuronα is obtained as Fig. 2(c). It is the same as the
case of the single layer CNN with“Hole filling” template.
The connection betweenvy1 and vu2 let the value from the
neuronα directly process to the neuronβ in the same loop.
Figure 2(d) is the output of the neuronβ when the input
valuevu2 is processed with the initial state in Fig. 2(b). Only
enclosed shape that exists in a black area of the initial state
in Fig. 2(b) is detected as the output of neuronβ. From
these results, we can say that both templates can be used
simultaneously.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have proposed combination of two neurons
for a cell in CNN. In our proposed method, two types of
templates can be confirmed to effect in one output value. We
can say that the data from each neurons still can be send to
each other by only using templateA1 and templateB2. From
these simulation results, we could be said our proposed method
have potential in image processing.

In the future works, we like to change the size of template
and circuit to investigate the effects for output feature. Besides
binary images, we also would like to try to use the proposed
method for gray scale image and motion picture.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Simulation results. (a) Input image (256×256). (b) Initial state.
(c) Output image of neuronα. (d) Output of neuronβ.
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